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Josefa Martínez Torres (alias The Little Blind Woman from the Quarry)
(1862 ca.-1881)
Gerardo Alberto Hernández Aponte, PhD,
Professor of History,
University of Puerto Rico, Río Piedras
Translated by Henry Hirschfeld
Josefa Martínez Torres was born in Ponce1 between 1862 and 1863, approximately. Her
mother’s name was Carmen Torres, and her father’s Román Martínez.2 Since birth, she suffered
from problems with her eyesight. At two years old she lost vision in one eye, at eight she became
completely blind, and at ten or eleven her mother died,
leaving her in the care of her sister. In September of 1879,
she started visiting a spiritist center. According to the
spiritist press, she was asleep for most of her time there,
even during spiritist sessions. She frequently
sleepwalked,3 which many understand today as being in a
state of hypnotic trance.4 Martínez Torres often sang,
laughed, and danced while sleepwalking. This behavior
called the attention of Manuel de Jesús Morel y Pastor,5
who was from Ponce, and in 1869, became the clerk of
the town of Coamo.6 In 1875, he lived in the Primero
neighborhood of Ponce as an unmarried 38 year old man,
who owned many properties.7 In 1883, he was the owner
Fig. 1: Cover of Josefa’s complete
works compiled by Gerardo
Hernández Aponte. 8
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of the Typographic Establishment of M. J. Morel9 which, most likely, he used as his own printing
press.10 According to the Spanish spiritist press, Morel y Pastor noticed that Martínez Torres was
the victim of an obsessive Spirit.11 According to the spiritist doctrine, obsessive Spirits may take
control over a medium.12 Morel y Pastor helped Martínez Torres to understand her situation so
that she could develop auditory mediumship. It was in this way, apparently, that she dictated
what the Spirits told her. Indeed, on December 4, 1879, while sleeping, she delivered her first
message. On the seventh day of the same month, she dictated her third message, only this time
she was awake. From then on, she did not dictate in her sleep.13 She only used her mediumistic
faculties for a short time, and, on December 7, 1881, she passed away, surrounded by her family
and by Morel y Pastor. She was sick for three months leading up to her death, although she
improved during her last two days.14 According to her death certificate, Josefa Martínez Torres
passed away at eighteen because of a fever. Although she was a spiritist, she received a
traditional Christian burial.15 There may be various reasons for this: she may have renounced her
spiritist beliefs before her death, or the priest may have been unaware that she was a follower of
the spiritist doctrine. Perhaps she attended Holy Mass as well as the spiritist center, without
seeing any contradiction in that. Another possibility is that the priest was sympathetic to
Spiritism and wanted to protect it in the long-term. Indeed, it is documented that various Puerto
Rican priests participated in Spiritism. Father José Antonio Pieretti y Marsánd, for example,
liked to secretly attend spiritist gatherings at the end of the nineteenth century.16
In May of 1880, the Boletín Mercantil de Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico Mercantile Bulletin)
published a news briefing thanking for receiving one of Martínez Torres works, Colección de
novelitas y artículos de recreo (Collection of Short Novels and Recreational Articles). In this
collection, Martínez Torres not only verifies her authorship, but she also confirms her nickname,
“La Cieguecita de la Cantera” (“The Little Blind Woman from the Quarry”).17 The spiritist press
9
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explained that this work collected the mediumistic communications that Martínez Torres
received and dictated.18 The press also claimed that Spiritism allowed her to develop her
intelligence as well as many other qualities that she had apparently acquired in other lives.19
Professor Félix Córdova Iturregui suggests that Martínez Torres must have been exposed to
literature.20 We should note, however, that Martínez Torres never received any proper education
because her parents could not arrange it.21 According to an essay in the publication La Luz del
Porvenir (The Light of the Future), she grew up in a poor household that was far from the social
centers where she could have learned by listening.22 On the
streets and in the shops in town, people would often read out
loud. This would make knowledge more accessible for those
who could not read themselves.23 There is no historical
evidence, however, that suggests that Martínez Torres had
received any education this way.
On July 1, 1880, La Luz del Porvenir began to publish Martínez
Torres’s articles. For two years, she dictated very often, only
interrupting her work when she felt unwell.24 After Martínez
Torres’s death, Manuel de Jesus Morel y Pastor compiled many
of her written works, some from La Luz del Porvenir and others
that were not. He published this compilation at his printing
press with the title Colección de artículos de recreo. 2.ª série
(sic). Precedidos de los que le dedicó desde Barcelona (España)
la distinguida escritora, Srta. Doña Amalia Domingo Soler, en
el periódico “La Luz del Porvenir” (Collection of Recreational
Articles. 2nd series. Preceded by those the distinguished writer,
Ms. Amalia Domingo Soler, dedicated from Barcelona (Spain)
Fig. 2: Colección de novelitas y artículos
de recreo, Josefa Martínez, 1880.25
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in the periodical “The Light of the Future”).26 Years later, the press continued to talk about
Martínez Torres. In 1902, Jesús Calderón from Arecibo affirmed that every person who practiced
Spiritism must have known about her.27 He also recounted his experience of meeting her:
She was modest in temperament and in emotion, and although she lost her
eyesight as a young girl, not one complaint against her fate left her lips. She was
always praising the Creator and describing with admiration the works of nature
that she could not appreciate except with the eyes of her soul, since as a little girl
when she became blind she also lost her young memories.
She was an auditory medium when I met her in 1881 and her scarce education is
owed to Mr. Manuel Morrell, man of good judgment, studious, and with quite the
knowledge of the Spiritist Doctrine. He has honored me with his friendship and to
him I owe not only my meeting with the Little Blind Woman, about whom I write,
but also my appreciation of her mediumistic abilities, superior to her poor
appearance, which is unworthy of her productions. She was humble and righteous,
and because of that she reached the company of advanced and good Spirits,
qualities that revealed themselves in the communications that she transmitted.28
In 1905, the press mentioned her by her nickname and indicated that a man with the last
name Simonpietri, who seemed to be possessed by the Spirit of Torquemada, should be taken to
her in Ponce.29 Sporadically, memories of her would emerge. Another example occurred during a
spiritist celebration on January 1, 1907, in the Centro Unión y Progreso (Center of Union and
Progress) in Caguas. During the evening, a girl named Marcela Fontánez recited poetry that she
addressed to “the Little Blind Woman from the Quarry.”30
On a date still unknown today, a text by Josefa Martínez Torres was published entitled
Guía para los mediums espiritistas (A Guide for Spiritist Mediums, by the Auditory Medium
Josefa Martínez). In it, the author outlines some of the concerns, challenges, and successes of the
practice of mediumship. She also offers some recommendations for those who have mediumistic
faculties, warning about poor spiritual support when describing how it tends to present itself.
This work is important because it exposes the difficulties of mediumship, the lack of knowledge
in some aspects of its practice, and the need for mediums to be educated.31 These problems were
not exclusive to Puerto Rico; they also occurred in other countries where analogous manuals
were published.32
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Arthur Conan Doyle points out that mediums often had physical disabilities.33 We can
conclude, then, that in the cases of Puerto Rico’s mediums there was a common denominator;
Josefa Martínez Torres and Francisca Suárez González were both blind. Similarly, Basilia Arce
Nieves was blind since she was eight, and at age twenty or twenty-one, she became a visual and
auditory medium in Centro El Porvenir (Center “The Future”) in Aguadilla .34 Apparently, losing
such an important organ allowed these three women to develop the necessary sensitivity for
mediumship and/or the capacity to become writers or artists as a mechanism to channel their
frustration. Josefa Martínez Torres claimed that by exercising her auditory mediumistic faculties
her struggles were consoled.35 As Amalia Domínguez Soler explains in her periodical La Luz del
Porvenir: “Studying Spiritism is the great comfort of humanity. We contemplate the young,
blind, and poor Josefa … And how she can give light to humanity.”36
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